
Dear Members, 

I would like to share the current reports on Comet Ison as a means of showing you how 

important it is to have more and more of you become educated on the reality of 

AND FEELING IN THE UNSEEN REALITY of the SPIRITUAL rather than needing to rely 

on the SCIENTIFIC 3D analysis of reality.

As I already reported yesterday, NASA had reported that Comet got burnt out by the Sun. 

That report came from their neandrathal

dimension reality. 

However, I knew through  fifth dimensional scientific reality that the Comet becoming 

invisible to them only meant the Spiritual which is invisible was reuniting with the physical 

which is visible. 

Now, to NASA, they are saying they don't know why this happened.

THIS IS WHY WE NEED A NEW AUDIENCE LIKE YOU GUYS WHO READ MY 

POSTS. We must begin to see and feel and know with our fifth dimensional knowing because 

now we can. Now we are reconnecti

Family, who are the stars and the suns made of plasma and stardust. We will become 

saturated with that higher consciousness as this COMET ISON comes to Earth.

The closest point is December 28, however fro

closer my the second. 

After that, the tail of plasma and stardust will be wrapped around the Earth for about 30 

million miles, which is probably at least five years.

Below is what spaceweather.com said.

First I'd like to share a youtube by a guy called Plasma DAVE whom I think is exactly 

correct. 

NOV 6   David Stig Hansen  PLASMA DAVE

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Tu5BnQWJLLw

 

When is the best time to see auroras? Where is the best place to go? 

And how do you photograph them? These questions and more are 

answered in a new book, Northern Lights 

Fredrik Broms. 

 

COMET ISON LIVES! Cancel the funeral. C

Nov. 28th, Comet ISON flew through the sun's atmosphere and appeared to disintegrate 

before the cameras of several NASA and ESA spacecraft. This prompted reports of the 

comet's demise. Today, the comet has revive

SOHO coronagraph movie of the solar flyby:
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Cancel the funeral. Comet ISON is back from the dead. Yesterday, 

Nov. 28th, Comet ISON flew through the sun's atmosphere and appeared to disintegrate 
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